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NEW GENERATION HEARING PROTECTION

HIGHEST PRECISION
NoNoise patented sound filters are made from a special 

ceramic material using zirconium oxide, at temperatures of 
over 2,700°C, under strict controlled conditions. The quality of 
this high-tech ceramic material ensures precision attenuation 

and high definition sound.
The Venturi-shaped channel running through the centre of the filter
absorbs sound waves differently from other filters (even the most
expensive other ear plugs use a straight channel) - ensuring best 

quality, safe, dampened sound.

WHY IS NONOISE SO DIFFERENT
FROM OTHER HEARING PROTECTORS?

TARGETED RANGE OF PROTECTORS
NoNoise has developed 8 different types of Hearing Protectors, 

each with its own precision filter for specific applications.
The chart below shows typical decibel (dB) levels from different 

sound situations, and the most appropriate NoNoise Hearing 
Protector to help prevent damage. 

PROVEN PROTECTION
NoNoise has over 20 years experience in development of 

customised hearing protection (otoplastics), largely for largely 
for professional and military use. Many years of testing and learning 

by leading specialists has allowed NoNoise to apply the patented 
precision filtration systems from these high-end otoplastics into a 

range of easy-to-use and affordable universal-fit Hearing Protectors.

Produced in an industry-leading, state of the art manufacturing 
facility, NoNoise Hearing Protectors are tested by the 

internationally-acknowledged Institute for Health and Safety 
at Work (IFA) and the Social Accident Insurance (DGIV), 

in Germany. All NoNoise products comply with and surpass 
the strict European guidelines of EN352-2:2002.

UNIQUE DESIGN FOR OPTIMUM SAFETY
NoNoise have created the first and only universal-fit Hearing 
Protectors, that are able to position a precision sound filter 

deeply into the hearing channel of the ear. This ensures that 
the maximum level of sound waves reaching your eardrum 

is first filtered.

NoNoise revolutionary design ensures optimum attenuation, 
helping prevent damaging sound waves from passing around 
the outside of the filter. Precision filtration does not muffle or 

block your ears, so you will not experience an ‘occlusion’ effect 
common with other hearing protectors. 

The patented ceramic filter allows you to hear normal conver-
sation and relevant background sounds - so you can carry on 

as normal, hardly noticing you are wearing hearing protectors.

WWW.NONOISE-EARPLUGS.COM

dB SOUND SITUATION DAMAGE  NONOISE

150 Gun shot, fireworks blast Immediate SHOOT

130 Sound peak during music concert Immediate MUSIC

120 Pile-driving machine, hammer drill Immediate WORK

110 Chain saw, power drill, grinder almost immediately WORK

100 Drums, club, disco After 5 minutes MUSIC

95 Wind noise on a motor bike After 15 minutes MOTORSPORT

92 Small compressor, power drill After 30 minutes DIY & GARDEN

89 Lawn mower After 1 hour DIY & GARDEN

86 Busy city traffic, passing train After 2 hours TRAVEL

83 In passenger aeroplane, loud voices After 4 hours TRAVEL

60/80 Snoring, night time noise sleep deprivation SLEEP

WARNING
You should be aware that at sound levels of 110dB or more, you 

will risk immediate and permanent hearing damage. At lower sound 
volumes (80-110dB) the risk to your hearing is dependent on the 

duration for which you are exposed to the sound. 
Note that the dB scale is logarithmic, i.e. an increase of just 3dB 

results in the doubling of the sound strength; this also means that for 
every increase of 3dB the time it takes to cause permanent 

hearing damage is halved. 

Precision-tuned, patented ceramic 
filter positioned deeper in your ear than  
other products, for maximum protection

Patented Venturi-
shaped sound channel 
through centre of filter, 

specifically shaped 
for each product

Allows normal 
conversation, 
while effectively  
turning down 
volume on 
other noise with 
no muffling 
(occlusion) effect

Silicone-free, hypoallergenic thermoplastic for ultimate comfort

Unique tri-sectional design for ultimate 
comfort, suitable for all ages 
(nominal diameter range 6-12 mm)

PROTECT YOUR HEARING PROTECTORS
NoNoise Hearing Protectors come with a handy aluminium capsule, 

to keep them safe and easy to access. 

CONVERSATION
REMAINS CLEARLY

AUDIBLE!

HIGH QUALITY
ALUMINIUM
RETAINER
CAPSULE
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PROTECT YOUR
HEARING

NEW GENERATION HEARING PROTECTION

Precision noise filtration 
& pressure reduction

 No muffling effect

 Silicone-free

 Comfortable & re-usable
Ideal protection w

hen flying & travelling

HEARING PROTECTORS TRAVEL

GEHOORBESCHERMING TRAVEL

GEHÖRSCHUTZ FLUGREISE

HEARING PROTECTORS TRAVEL

PROTECTION AUDITIVE TRAVEL

TARGETED RANGE OF PROTECTORS
NoNoise has developed 8 different types of Hearing Protectors, 

each with its own precision filter for specific applications.
The chart below shows typical decibel (dB) levels from different The chart below shows typical decibel (dB) levels from different 

sound situations, and the most appropriate NoNoise Hearing sound situations, and the most appropriate NoNoise Hearing 
Protector to help prevent damage. Protector to help prevent damage. 

PROVEN PROTECTIONPROVEN PROTECTION
NoNoise has over 20 years experience in development of NoNoise has over 20 years experience in development of 

customised hearing protection (otoplastics), largely for largely customised hearing protection (otoplastics), largely for largely 
for professional and military use. Many years of testing and learning for professional and military use. Many years of testing and learning 

by leading specialists has allowed NoNoise to apply the patented by leading specialists has allowed NoNoise to apply the patented 
precision filtration systems from these high-end otoplastics into a precision filtration systems from these high-end otoplastics into a 

range of easy-to-use and affordable universal-fit Hearing Protectors.range of easy-to-use and affordable universal-fit Hearing Protectors.

Produced in an industry-leading, state of the art manufacturing Produced in an industry-leading, state of the art manufacturing 
facility, NoNoise Hearing Protectors are tested by the facility, NoNoise Hearing Protectors are tested by the 
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DAMAGEDAMAGE NONOISE

Immediate SHOOT

Immediate MUSIC

Pile-driving machine, hammer drill Immediate WORK

Chain saw, power drill, grinder almost immediatelyChain saw, power drill, grinder almost immediately WORK

After 5 minutes MUSIC

After 15 minutes MOTORSPORT

Small compressor, power drill After 30 minutesSmall compressor, power drill After 30 minutes DIY & GARDEN

After 1 hour DIY & GARDEN

After 2 hours TRAVEL

In passenger aeroplane, loud voices After 4 hoursIn passenger aeroplane, loud voices After 4 hours TRAVEL

sleep deprivation SLEEP

WARNING
You should be aware that at sound levels of 110dB or more, you 

will risk immediate and permanent hearing damage. At lower sound 
volumes (80-110dB) the risk to your hearing is dependent on the 

duration for which you are exposed to the sound. 
Note that the dB scale is logarithmic, i.e. an increase of just 3dB 

results in the doubling of the sound strength; this also means that for 
every increase of 3dB the time it takes to cause permanent 

hearing damage is halved. 
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NEW GENERATION HEARING PROTECTION

Precision noise filtration 
& pressure reduction

fling effect

Silicone-free

omfortable & re-usable

ECTORS TRAVEL

HIGHEST PRECISION
NoNoise patented sound filters are made from a special 

ceramic material using zirconium oxide, at temperatures of 
over 2,700°C, under strict controlled conditions. The quality of over 2,700°C, under strict controlled conditions. The quality of 
this high-tech ceramic material ensures precision attenuation 

and high definition sound.
The Venturi-shaped channel running through the centre of the filter
absorbs sound waves differently from other filters (even the most
expensive other ear plugs use a straight channel) - ensuring best 

quality, safe, dampened sound.

WHY IS NONOISE SO DIFFERENT
FROM OTHER HEARING PROTECTORS?

Precision-tuned, patented ceramic 
filter positioned deeper in your ear than 
other products, for maximum protection

Allows normal 
conversation, 
while effectively 
turning down 
volume on 
other noise with 
no muffling
(occlusion) effect

, hypoallergenic thermoplastic for ultimate comfort

tri-sectional design for ultimate 
suitable for all ages

(nominal diameter range 6-12 mm)

PROTECT YOUR HEARING PROTECTORS
NoNoise Hearing Protectors come with a handy aluminium capsule, 

to keep them safe and easy to access. 

TION HEARING PROTECTION

UNIQUE DESIGN FOR OPTIMUM SAFETY
NoNoise have created the first and only universal-fit Hearing 
Protectors, that are able to position a precision sound filter 

deeply into the hearing channel of the ear. This ensures that 
the maximum level of sound waves reaching your eardrum 

is first filtered.

NoNoise revolutionary design ensures optimum attenuation, 
helping prevent damaging sound waves from passing around 
the outside of the filter. Precision filtration does not muffle or 

block your ears, so you will not experience an ‘occlusion’ effect 
common with other hearing protectors. 

The patented ceramic filter allows you to hear normal conver-
sation and relevant background sounds - so you can carry on 

as normal, hardly noticing you are wearing hearing protectors.

CONVERSATION
REMAINS CLEARLY

AUDIBLE!



WORKING SAFELY IN & AROUND THE HOME

Sawing, drilling, hammering, hedge-trimming, 
mowing … all create noise that can be harmful 
to your hearing. With NoNoise DIY & Garden 
you help prevent the risk of hearing damage. 
And because NoNoise Hearing Protectors are 
so comfortable, you can wear them all day, 
without suffering from pinching, sweating or 
other discomfort. And precision noise filtration 
means no muffled effect with conversation 
remaining clear and audible.

NO MORE WATER IN YOUR EARS

NoNoise Watersports frees you from suffering 
from water in your ears and protects your hearing 
from chlorine and other substances in the water. 
Water is completely prevented from entering 
the ear. Moreover,it dampens the reverberating 
sounds you experience in a swimming pool. 
NoNoise Watersports Protectors are also suitable 
for other water sports activities such as 
snorkelling, water-skiing and windsurfing.

PROTECT YOURSELF 
AGAINST LOUD SOUND PEAKS

Loud sound peaks, such as from firearms or 
fireworks, can immediately and permanently 
damage your hearing. 
NoNoise Shoot dampens such noise peaks to 
a significantly lower level. Specifically designed 
for shooting and hunting, voice frequencies 
remain clearly audible.

ENJOY MUSIC SAFELY

Thanks to the revolutionary filter in NoNoise Music 
Hearing Protectors, the sound of the music does 
not become dull and you can still hear all of the 
music frequencies clearly - it will just seem that 
some of the loud peaks will be softer. For lovers 
of loud music, the pressure of the bass frequencies 
is still felt in the rest of the body. So you can still 
be blown away by the music, but without damaging 
your hearing. Make sure you carry NoNoise Music 
with you, so you can safely enjoy music during a 
concert, festival or when going out.

WORK SAFELY AND COMFORTABLY

NoNoise Work is mainly worn in the building or 
manufacturing industries where machinery often 
produces noise levels up to 120dB. Noises above 
85dB can cause permanent hearing loss, so it is 
important always to use hearing protection. 
NoNoise Hearing Protectors have a long life and
being extremely comfortable can be worn 
throughout the day. Any perspiration can evaporate 
through the unique filter design. Conversation 
with your colleagues is still possible and you will 
barely notice you are wearing protectors.

ENJOY YOUR BIKE, WITHOUT HEARING-DAMAGE

As a motorcyclist you know the dangers. You
wear protective clothing and a helmet. The 
noise of the wind under the helmet, however, 
causes hearing damage. Did you know that after 
15 minutes at 100km/h  your hearing is already 
permanently damaged? NoNoise Motorsport 
protects motorcyclists against this risk. The sound 
will be muted as if you turn down the volume 
button, yet conversation, sirens and other warning 
signals remain clearly audible.

SWEET DREAMS WITHOUT ANNOYING SOUNDS

Hearing protection not only protects your hearing. 
NoNoise Sleep is designed for when you want 
to enjoy an undisturbed night’s sleep, particularly 
if you have a snoring partner. NoNoise Sleep 
Hearing Protectors will also filter out noise of a 
busy street, or noisy neighbours. 
Extremely comfortable, you will barely notice you 
are wearing protectors. Warning sounds however 
remain audible (telephone, crying baby etc), so 
you can still wake up if needed.

TAKE THE PRESSURE OUT OF FLYING

Have you ever suffered from earache during 
take-off or landing? It can be very annoying, 
even painful, when ears remain obstructed. 
NoNoise Travel regulates the pressure in your 
ears. Throughout the flight you can relax - voice 
frequencies remain audible, while background 
noise is muted. Supremely comfortable, You will 
be happy to wear the NoNoise Travel Protectors 
during the whole flight.

HEARING PROTECTORS TRAVEL

GEHOORBESCHERMING TRAVEL

GEHÖRSCHUTZ FLUGREISE

HEARING PROTECTORS TRAVEL

PROTECTION AUDITIVE TRAVEL

GEHOORBESCHERMING MOTORSPORT

HEARING PROTECTORS MOTORSPORT

GEHÖRSCHUTZ MOTORSPORT

HEARING PROTECTORS MOTORSPORT

PROTECTION AUDITIVE MOTORSPORT

HEARING PROTECTORS MUSIC

GEHOORBESCHERMING MUSIC

GEHÖRSCHUTZ MUSIK

HEARING PROTECTORS MUSIC

PROTECTION AUDITIVE MUSIC

HEARING PROTECTORS WATERSPORTS

GEHOORBESCHERMING WATERSPORT

GEHÖRSCHUTZ WASSER

HEARING PROTECTORS WATERSPORTS

PROTECTION AUDITIVE WATERSPORTS

HEARING PROTECTORS SLEEP

GEHOORBESCHERMING SLEEP

GEHÖRSCHUTZ SCHLAF

HEARING PROTECTORS SLEEP

PROTECTION AUDITIVE SLEEP

HEARING PROTECTORS WORK

GEHOORBESCHERMING WORK

GEHÖRSCHUTZ ARBEIT

HEARING PROTECTORS WORK

PROTECTION AUDITIVE WORK

HEARING PROTECTORS SHOOT

HEARING PROTECTORS SHOOT

GEHOORBESCHERMING SHOOT

GEHÖRSCHUTZ SCHIEßSPORT

PROTECTION AUDITIVE SHOOT

HEARING PROTECTORS DIY & GARDEN

GEHOORBESCHERMING DIY & GARDEN

GEHÖRSCHUTZ HOBBY & GARTEN

HEARING PROTECTORS DIY & GARDEN

PROTECTION AUDITIVE DIY & GARDEN
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TAKE THE PRESSURE
OUT OF FLYING  125 250 500 1,000 2,000 4,000 8,000
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 7.5 10.1 13.1 19.6 22.9 19.5 24.6
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ATTENUATION DATA NONOISE TRAVEL ACCORDING TO EN352-2:2002

HEARING PROTECTORS TRAVEL

GEHOORBESCHERMING TRAVEL

GEHÖRSCHUTZ FLUGREISE

HEARING PROTECTORS TRAVEL

PROTECTION AUDITIVE TRAVEL

Have you ever suffered from earache during 
take-off or landing? It can be very annoying, 
even painful, when ears remain obstructed. 

NoNoise Travel regulates the pressure in your 
ears. Throughout the flight you can relax - 
voice frequencies remain audible, while 

background noise is muted. Supremely comfortable, 
You will be happy to wear the NoNoise 

Travel Protectors during the whole flight.

KEY:   All data are in decibels (dB)
M = Mean attenuation
S = Standard deviation
APV = Assumed protection value
SNR = Single number rating
H-,M-,L- = Value in High, Medium and Low frequency spectrum

MANUFACTURED FOR EMMA HBC, NONOISE DIVISION, HEERBAAN 15B, 6097 AV HEEL, NL 
BY KENDAL-GEHOORBESCHERMING BV, NL (ISO9001:2008).
NONOISE HEARING PROTECTORS ARE TESTED AND APPROVED BY THE INSTITUTE FOR 
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH OF THE GERMAN SOCIAL ACCIDENT INSURANCE (IFA)
IN GERMANY (CE0121).
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PRECISION PROTECTION
NoNoise Travel Hearing Protectors are precisely tuned 

for optimum attenuation at the frequencies required for 
comfortable and peaceful air travel. 

The independently measured mean sound attenuation 
(EN352-2:2002) is 29dB at the higher 

(most damaging and irritating) frequencies.

THE NONOISE RANGE 
OF HEARING PROTECTORS

Choose from a full range 
of hearing protectors - each developed 

for specific applications.

WWW.NONOISE-EARPLUGS.COM
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ATTENUATION DATA NONOISE TRAVEL ACCORDING TO EN352-2:2002

KEY:   All data are in decibels (dB)
M = Mean attenuation
S = Standard deviation
APV = Assumed protection value
SNR = Single number rating
H-,M-,L- = Value in High, Medium and Low frequency spectrum

MANUFACTURED FOR EMMA HBC, NONOISE DIVISION, HEERBAAN 15B, 6097 AV HEEL, NL
BY KENDAL-GEHOORBESCHERMING BV, NL (ISO9001:2008).
NONOISE HEARING PROTECTORS ARE TESTED AND APPROVED BY THE INSTITUTE FOR 
OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH OF THE GERMAN SOCIAL ACCIDENT INSURANCE (IFA)
IN GERMANY (CE0121).

PRECISION PROTECTION
NoNoise Travel Hearing Protectors are precisely tuned 

for optimum attenuation at the frequencies required for 
comfortable and peaceful air travel. 

The independently measured mean sound attenuation 
(EN352-2:2002) is 29dB

(most damaging and irritating) frequencies.

TAKE THE PRESSURE
OUT OF FLYING

HEARING PROTECTORS

Have you ever suffered from earache during 
take-off or landing? It can be very annoying, 
even painful, when ears remain obstructed. 

NoNoise Travel regulates the pressure in your 
ears. Throughout the flight you can relax - 
voice frequencies remain audible, while 

background noise is muted. Supremely comfortable, 
You will be happy to wear the NoNoise 

Travel Protectors during the whole flight.

WORKING SAFELY IN & AROUND THE HOME

Sawing, drilling, hammering, hedge-trimming, 
mowing … all create noise that can be harmful 
to your hearing. With 
you help prevent the risk of hearing damage. 
And because NoNoise Hearing Protectors are And because NoNoise Hearing Protectors are 
so comfortable, you can wear them all day, 
without suffering from pinching, sweating or 
other discomfort. And precision noise filtration 
means no muffled effect with conversation 
remaining clear and audible.

PROTECT YOURSELF 
AGAINST LOUD SOUND PEAKS

Loud sound peaks, such as from firearms or 
fireworks, can immediately and permanently 
damage your hearing. 
NoNoise Shoot dampens such noise peaks to 
a significantly lower level. Specifically designed 
for shooting and hunting, voice frequencies 
remain clearly audible.

WORK SAFELY AND COMFORTABLY

NoNoise Work is mainly worn in the building or Work is mainly worn in the building or Work
manufacturing industries where machinery often 
produces noise levels up to 120dB. Noises above 
85dB can cause permanent hearing loss, so it is 
important always to use hearing protection. 
NoNoise Hearing Protectors have a long life and
being extremely comfortable can be worn 
throughout the day. Any perspiration can evaporate 
through the unique filter design. Conversation 
with your colleagues is still possible and you will 
barely notice you are wearing protectors.

SWEET DREAMS WITHOUT ANNOYING SOUNDS

Hearing protection not only protects your hearing. 
NoNoise Sleep is designed for when you want 
to enjoy an undisturbed night’s sleep, particularly 
if you have a snoring partner. 
Hearing Protectors will also filter out noise of a 
busy street, or noisy neighbours. 
Extremely comfortable, you will barely notice you 
are wearing protectors. Warning sounds however 
remain audible (telephone, crying baby etc), so 
you can still wake up if needed.

HEARING PROTECTORS SLEEP

HEARING PROTECTORS WORK

HEARING PROTECTORS SHOOT

HEARING PROTECTORS DIY & GARDEN

NO MORE WATER IN YOUR EARS

NoNoise Watersports
from water in your ears and protects your hearing 
from chlorine and other substances in the water. 
Water is completely prevented from entering 
the ear. Moreover,it dampens the reverberating 
sounds you experience in a swimming pool. 
NoNoise Watersports
for other water sports activities such as 
snorkelling, water-skiing and windsurfing.

ENJOY MUSIC SAFELY

Thanks to the revolutionary filter in 
Hearing Protectors, the sound of the music does 
not become dull and you can still hear all of the 
music frequencies clearly - it will just seem that 
some of the loud peaks will be softer. For lovers 
of loud music, the pressure of the bass frequencies 
is still felt in the rest of the body. So you can still 
be blown away by the music, but without damaging 
your hearing. Make sure you carry 
with you, so you can safely enjoy music during a 
concert, festival or when going out.

ENJOY YOUR BIKE, WITHOUT HEARING-DAMAGE

As a motorcyclist you know the dangers. You
wear protective clothing and a helmet. The 
noise of the wind under the helmet, however, 
causes hearing damage. Did you know that after 
15 minutes at 100km/h  your hearing is already 
permanently damaged? 
protects motorcyclists against this risk. The sound 
will be muted as if you turn down the volume 
button, yet conversation, sirens and other warning 
signals remain clearly audible.

HEARING PROTECTORS MOTORSPORT

HEARING PROTECTORS MUSIC

HEARING PROTECTORS WATERSPORTS

THE NONOISE RANGE 
OF HEARING PROTECTORS

Choose from a full range 
of hearing protectors - each developed 

for specific applications.
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